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P Hi

H Sir

H Spaghetti for lunch? Laughter (inaudible)

H Worked the Volpe thing in - couldn't have been better -

Completely for us it was good for us to work Volpe in the way

he did.

E That's right

H On the recognition of Itlo-Americans and all that sort of thing I

liked the point about we in Europe cheered when you were elected

by a large vote was damned good too.

P Where did we come out?

E Well, we got two things, we got a press plan but it rests upon the decisions that you have to make on sort of an action plan.

P Right, alright.

E And, I just finished an hour with Colson who came over very concerned

and said that he had to see you that the message he had for you that he

had to and wanted to explain in length is why Dean had to be dealt with